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The main purpose of the present paper is threefold. In the first place,

there will be developed certain theorems concerning a type of real valued

functions of infinitely many real variables. There will then be considered

the problem of infinite systems of ordinary differential equations,

(1) ^=f(xy,x2, •••;<) (¿ = 1,2,...),

in which the/, are functions of the type treated in the initial theorems. Then,

in the third part of the paper, the fundamental problem of implicit function

theory in this field for a system of equations

(2) fi(xy, x2, •••; yy,y2, •••)= 0 (¿ = l,2,---)

will be discussed. The results of all three sections of the paper include as

special cases the corresponding theorems on functions of a finite number of

variables.

The notion of a function / of infinitely many variables ( xy, x2, • • • ) was

brought into mathematics in the wake of the infinite determinant, the con-

sideration of infinite systems of linear equations and the researches of Hilbert,

Hellinger, Toeplitz, Westfall, and others on bilinear and linear forms in

infinitely many variables in connection with the study of integral equations.

In the present paper, the region of points £ = (xy, x2, • • • ), in which the

functions considered will be supposed defined, will be similar to the generalized

parallelepipedon

(3) R : \xí - Oi\ eu (i = l,2, •••).

Such a ?-egion is not necessarily a part of a Hilbert space, that is, a space in

which £r=i!a'¡! converges, such as has been used in many investigations in

this field.
In Part I of the present discussion there is defined the notion of complete

continuity for a function / ( £ ) at a point £0 of a region R.    Complete continuity

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1915. A preliminary report was presented on

April 2, 1915, under a different title.
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reduces to ordinary continuity in case the / depends on only a finite number

of variables, and, as will be noted later, is similar to current definitions of

continuity for functions of an infinite number of variables. The theorems on

completely continuous functions, derived in Part I, include as special cases

the analogous classical theorems on continuous functions of a finite number

of variables.

A general study of functions of infinitely many variables has been made

by M. J. Le Roux.* In addition to certain theorems on what he terms con-

vergent functions of infinitely many variables, Le Roux obtained an analog

of the Taylor series expansion for functions/(£) representable in the special

form

00

(4) f(£)=Yfm(xi,Xi,---,Xm) (\xí -a,-| <r-i),
771 = 1

where the sum is uniformly convergent and where fm is analytic in the vari-

ables (xi, • • ■, xm), regular at the point Xi = ai. In addition to the fact

that Le Roux deals with complex function theory whereas the present paper

deals with reals, there remains a difference between the two investigations

due to the fact that, as Le Roux noted, convergent and continuous functions

are not necessarily identical; a continuous function may or may not be a

convergent function, and conversely. Functions of the type (4) are com-

pletely continuous in their arguments ( xi, x2, • • •).

The system of differential equations considered in Part II is of the form (1).

The problem of infinite systems of differential equations was first treated by

H. von Koch.f He considered a system of the analytic type, and, under

certain dominance hypotheses, established the existence of a solution [xi (t),

Xi (t), ■ ■ ■ ] where all the components Xi (t) were analytic functions of the

variable t. A very similar problem has been treated by F. R. Moulton.f

The problem of an infinite system of linear differential equations was con-

sidered by E. H. Moore§ as a special case of a more general investigation

made in the sense of Moore's General Analysis. ||

In Part II the /< of (1) are assumed to be completely continuous functions

satisfying certain supplementary hypotheses which are, for the most part,

'Nouvelles Annales de Mathématiques, vol. 4, ser. 4 (1900), pp. 448-

458.
jOfversigt af Kongliga Vetenskaps Akademiens Förhand-

Ungar, vol. 56 (1899), pp. 395-411.
{Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. I,

pp. 350-354.
§ Alii dei IV Congresso Internazionale dei Matematici (Roma, 6-11 Aprile, 1908), vol. II,

page 98.

|| Compare E. H. Moore, Introduction to a Form of General Analysis, New Haven Mathe-

matical Colloquium.    In the future, this paper will be referred to as Moore's Paper I.
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of a functional character. The unique existence of a continuous solution is

established by a method analogous to the Picard scheme of successive approxi-

mation for the solution of a finite number of differential equations. The

system treated by E. H. Moore does not come under the type considered in

Part II. It will be proved, however, that the results of F. R. Moulton, when

restricted to reals, are a special case of the theorems of this paper. It follows

from this fact that the unique analytic solution of Moulton, when restricted

to real values of the argument I, is the only continuous solution of the system

which he treats.

In Part III, a system of equations of form (2) is treated in which the /<

are completely continuous functions satisfying certain additional hypotheses.

The analog of the fundamental existence theorem of classical implicit function

theory is obtained by a method of successive approximations. The form of

this method is, in certain respects, similar to that used by Goursat* in the

classical case of a finite number of equations.

Infinite systems of implicit functions have been considered by H. von

Kocht and R. d'Adhemar.J Von Koch considered a system of the analytic

type, defined in the field of complex numbers, and established the existence

of an analytic solution. His work, however, is valid only if the sum of the

numbers r¡ of the region (3) in which his system is defined converges in a

special manner. This limitation is not mentioned in von Koch's work. R.

d'Adhemar treated a special system which arose in a problem he considered

in integral equation theory. The results of von Koch, when restricted to

reals, are a particular case of the theorems of the present paper.

In the sequel, it will be convenient to use 'the following notations, some of

which are due to E. H. Moore (cf. Moore, I).

Suppose that p is a variable belonging to a given range P and that p(p)

is a real valued function of the argument p on the range P, for short, on P.

Then, the statement that a certain numerical condition (i. e., a condition

defined for numbers) is satisfied by p will mean that, for every value of the

argument p, p(p) satisfies this condition. For example, p < 1 means that

for every p of P, there is the inequality u ( p ) < 1.

Let i7m ( m = 1, 2, • • • ) be a sequence of functions on P for which

lim Vm(p) = v(p), uniformly for all values p of P.    Such a convergence
m=oo

will be indicated by writing (cf. Moore, I, p. 5)

lim Vm = V        (p ) •
7/1=00

♦Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 31 (1903),

p. 184.
¡Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 27 (1899),

pp. 215-227.
¡Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 36 (1908),

pp. 195-204.
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Suppose, for example, that the range P is the set of integers I = ( 1, 2,

• • • ). In the future a point £ in a space of infinitely many dimensions will

be thought of as a function on I; that is, £(*) ** X{. Then, in agreement

with the conventions explained above, the equation

(5) lim£m = £       (I),
7»=0O

means that the convergence of the coordinates z,m of £m to the coordinates

Xi of £ is uniform with respect to i. If the notation (I) were omitted in (5),

this equation would merely state the convergence, for every i, of the coordi-

nates Xim to the value *<.

In the succeeding pages, if a point ¿ belongs to a region R0 in a space of

infinitely many dimensions, it will be indicated by writing* ¿R°. Moreover,

in this paper, Greek letters will always represent functions, one of whose

arguments has the range I. A Greek functional symbol with an added

notation will represent the function whose ¿th component is the ith component,

derived from the original symbol, with the given notation added. Thus, for

example,

£' => (x'i,x't, •••),

£/fc  =   (Xik, Xik,  • • • ) 7

it(t) = [Xi(t) , x2(t), •••].

It will be said that an infinite series converges absolutely-uniformly if the

series formed by replacing each term by its absolute value converges uni-

formly.

PART I

General theorems on completely continuous functions

1. Introduction. In the present part of the paper, it is proposed to study

functions of the type / ( £ ), where £ lies in the region R defined by (3) and

where / is completely continuous according to a definition to be given in § 3.

Generalizations to infinitely many variables are obtained of some of the

fundamental properties possessed by continuous functions of a finite number

of variables. Among the more important theorems derived mention may be

made of extensions of Weierstrass's theorem on uniformly convergent sequences

of continuous functions, and of Taylor's Theorem with an integral form for

the remainder term.

* This notation is a special case of a general convention adopted by Moore (cf. I, p. 16).

If P represents a property of functions, then in case a function ¿i has the property P, it is

denoted by writing y.p; and, if 2JÎ is a class of functions, 3WP means that every function of WI

has the property P.
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2. The fundamental lemma for points of R. In the current theory of

functions of a finite number of variables the Weierstrass condensation theorem,

or some theorem of like content, is of fundamental importance. There is

need of a similar result for the region R and it is met by the following

Lemma 1. Let S = (£„; n = 1, 2, • • • ) be an infinite sequence of points

of R. Then there exists a point ¡-' of R and an infinite sub-sequence S' = ((£;

n = 1,2, ■ • • ) of S such that

(6) lim £, = £'.
71 = 00

The lemma is exactly equivalent to a theorem proved [cf. Bolza, Vorlesungen

über Variationsrechnung, p. 423, part (b)] as a lemma for the Hilbert proof of

the existence of an absolute minimum in certain types of problems in the

Calculus of Variations. The lemma is due originally to Hilbert. There is a

theorem of the same nature* when points £ are considered which satisfy

E?-i|*î| ==M.
In the future, such a point as £' of the lemma will be called a limit point

for the sequence S.

3. Definition of complete continuity and fundamental properties of com-

pletely continuous functions. Definition 1. A function f, defined in the

region R, is completely continuous at the point £o of R—in notation, Cy ( £o )—if,

whenever

lim?„ = £o       (£),
n—oo

it follows that

lim/(«;„)   =/($„)•
n=oo

This concept of complete continuity is the same as that of Vollstetigkeit which

has been much used by Hilbert and his followers. However, in the present

paper, the functions satisfying Definition 1 are supposed defined in a region

of points very different from that used by Hilbert. Moreover, entirely differ-

ent applications of the concept are made in this paper.

If / is Cy ( £o ) for every ¿?, it will be said that / is completely continuous in

R—in notation,

(7) fisCy(R).

Suppose the given function / depends on a finite or a denumerably infinite

number of variables lying in the same or different spaces of infinitely many

dimensions, as

/ ( £U), £C2), • • • , SW ) ( * finite or infinite ),

where |(,) belongs to a certain region R(î) of the same type as R. Then it

will be said that / is completely continuous simultaneously in its arguments

* Cf. Riesz, Equations linéaires, p. 57.
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if the conditions
lim £> = £«> (i = 1,2, ...,*).
n=oo

imply the convergence

lim/i^, .■•,#>) = /(£«>, •••,£<*>).
71=00

Such a continuity property is seen to be equivalent to complete continuity

in the single variable r, in the space Q, where the coordinates are those repre-

sented in the array (doubly or one way infinite according as k is infinite or

finite),
tO tO ... tO
.Cl     , A2     7 7 ^n    7 7

-1-W 1-W .  .  . -!•(*)

The following obvious proposition relates this complete continuity to

another generalization of the ordinary definition of continuity for a function

of a finite number of variables.

Proposition l.   If' f is Ci ( £o ), then, whenever*

(8) lim£n = £o        (I),

where £*, it follows that

(9) Km/(£.)-/(&).

In general, if a function / is such that (8) implies (9), it will be said that

/is Co ( £o ) 7 and a notation similar to (7) will indicate that this property

holds for all points of R.

Proposition 2. If f is Ci ( £o ), it follows that for every function ß on I and

for every e > 0, there exists a number de > 0 such that, for all £R satisfying

(10) l£-£o| ==d.|/3|
there is the relation

(11) !/(£) -/(£o)| =ie.

.<4nd, moreover, if for ß = 1 smcä n condition exists for every e > 0, it follows

that f is Co ( £o ) •

The two statements of Proposition 2 are proved by the same method as is

used in establishing the equivalence of the limit and the (e, 5) definitions of

continuity for functions of a finite number of variables. In the future,

"/ is Co (£o) " will refer usually to the (e, de), form of statement in Proposi-

tion 2 with/3 = 1.

The Definition 1 has no characteristics permitting of a useful definition of

uniform complete continuity, but uniformity is obtained for the Co property

in the following

*Cf. (5).
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Proposition 3. If f is Ci(R), then f is C0(£), uniformly for all £R;

that is, to every e > 0 there corresponds a number de > 0, such that if

|&-fe|S4,       (#,#),
¿Aen z¿ follows that

|/(Éi)-/(É,)| Se.

The proof of this proposition is made by an indirect argument. Suppose

that the statement as to the uniformity is not true. Then there exists a

certain number e0 > 0 which has the property that, corresponding to the

sequence (dn; n — 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) for which lim,,^», dn = 0, there exists a sequenec

S of pairs ( v'n, v'ñ ) of points of R such that

(12) Wn-Vn\^dn,

(13) I/Oh)-/(*), >*•

The fundamental lemma for the sequence (v'n), in connection with (12)

shows that there exists a point y of R and an infinite sub-sequence of pairs

of points ( fn, f'„' ; n = 1,2, • ■ • ) belonging to S, such that

(14) lim f¿ =   lim  fi' = 7.

From (14) it follows that

(15) lim/(r;) =  lim/(fi') =/(T).
71=00 ,1 = 00

But, since (15) contradicts (13), it is seen that Proposition 3 is true.

Certain useful theorems regarding completely continuous functions will now

be proved which are analogous to the theorem that a continuous function of

a continuous function is a continuous function.

Theorem I. Suppose f is Cy ( R ). Let v be a point of a region R' of type

(3). Then, if for every ijR/ the function y (v) belongs to R while, for a certain

Vo of R', all coordinates of y ( r¡ ) are Cy(vo), it follows that f[y(v)]isCi(vo)-

This theorem is established by virtue of the fact that, if lim„=a> r?n = r¡o,

then

(16) lim y(vn) = y(vo);
n=oo

as a consequence of (16), it follows that

(17) Bm/Í7(*.)]-/f7(*)].
71=00

It is obvious that (17) states the complete continuity at vo of /[7(v)\-

Theorem II. Suppose f is Cy(R). Let £ = (x2, x3, ■ ■ ■) and suppose

that limn=00 Tti = fo, where the coordinates of f„ and of f0 satisfy (3).    Then

lim / ( Xy , X2„ , X3n ,   ••■)   = f ( Xy , X20 , X30 ,   ■ • • )
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uniformly for all values of Xi on the interval

(18) \&i — Oi| Si fi.

The proof of this theorem is accomplished by a direct method. Because

of Proposition 3, it is seen that, for every e > 0 a number de > 0 can be found

so that, if | £' — £" | Si de, then

(19) !/(£')-/(£") I Si|e.

Now divide the interval (18) into a finite number of parts of length at most

de by the division points ( X\¡ ; j => 1,2, • • •, ke ). Since / is Ci ( R ), it fol-

lows that an integer ne can be chosen so that for (n5ii»;;»l,2, • • •, ke )

(20) \f(Xlj, X2n, Xin,   ■•■)  - f(Xlj, X20, X30 ,   "•)!   =  3« •

Consider a value Xi such that xjj = Xi Si Xi y+u. Then from (19) there is

obtained

(21)
\f(Xij, «2», •••) -f(xi, Xi„, •••)!= Ie (n = 1,2, ■■•),

\f(xii, x20, .r3n, ■ ■ ■ ) -/(.Ti, x20, x3o, ■•■){ Ss |e.

From (20) and (21) it is seen that

(22) \f(xi,x2n,xSn, •■■) -f(xi, x20,xî0, ■ ■■){== e (n^n.).

Since the ne in (22) was chosen independently of the value of j, it follows that

the theorem is completely established.

In the following theorem there is given a result which includes as a particular

case the Weierstrass theorem on uniformly convergent sequences of continuous

functions.

Theorem III.    Iffu(n = 1,2, • • • ) are Ci ( £0 ) while

lim/„(£) -/(€)
71=00

uniformly for £R, it follows that f is Ci ( £0 ) •

Let it be supposed that limm=00 £m = £c- Then for every e > 0 there

can be found integers ne and me such that if £R

(23) lA.(€)-/(f)|Si«,

(24) !£,(&,) -/».(£o)| =¡i<? (mSw.).

On taking (23) for £ = £o and £ = £m (?»i S ra„) in connection with (24), it

follows that

l/(£o) -/(£m)| Sie (m^m.),

which, in accordance with Definition 1, shows that/ is Ci (£o).
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In the succeeding theorem it will be shown that completely continuous

functions have upper and lower bounds which they attain.

Theorem IV. If f is Cy ( R ), then there exist finite numbers m and M,

and two points ( £R ), ( £R ), such that

(25) m2f(i)*M       (?),

(26) »-/(íi),

(27) If-/(fe).

Let the proof of the second inequality of (25) be considered. Suppose

there exists no quantity M satisfying (25). Then to the sequence of integers

( n = 1, 2, • • • ) there corresponds a sequence of points ijR such that

(28) f(Vn)>n.

Let v' be a limit point of this sequence ; then f(v') = I • But then, since / is

Cy(R), limn=*>f(Vn) = I, which contradicts (28) for n sufficiently large.

Hence there exists an M satisfying (25) and, in a similar fashion, it can be

shown that an m exists.

Let M be the least upper bound of / for points in R. Then it follows that

there is a sequence of points yn ( n = 1,2, • • • ) of R for which

lim/(7») = M.
n=oo

Thus it is easily seen that every limit point y' of this sequence is effective as

the ¿2 in (27). On taking m as the greatest lower bound of/ it can be estab-

lished in the same way that a point £i exists satisfying (26).

4. The mean-value theorem for / ( £ ). The object of the present section

is to derive a mean-value theorem for functions / ( £ ) of a certain type. This

result will then be used in § 5 in deducing for a corresponding type of func-

tions / an expansion consisting of n terms, each of which is an infinite sum,

with a remainder term which is the sum of an infinite number of integrals.

In view of the fact that, in case / ( £ ) depends on only a finite number of

variables, this expansion reduces to Taylor's Formula with n terms, the

theorem of § 5 will be called Taylor's Theorem for the function/(£).

Theorem V. Suppose that the function f and the partial derivatives df/dxi

( i = 1,2, • • • ) are Cy ( R ), and that

(29) Ir;
j=i

df(v)
dXj

converges, uniformly for all i?R.    Then, for every pair of points ( £R, £'    ),

(30) /({') -/(|) = 2- (XJ -xi)\    -^Z-du.
3=1 JO OJ:j
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For convenience, let the following notations be adopted:

(31) fo = £', fn = (x'i,Xi, ••', Xn.Xn+i, •••)     (re = 1,2, •••),

(32) n(n,u) = £ + n(r» - £) (n = 0,1, 2, ••• ),

(33) o„ = 2- (zy - *>) f   ^^-^-an,       hm S„ = S,
j=l Jo OXj 71=00

(34) «t» = 2^(a:> — a-y)  I    -ä-dw (n-1,2, •••)«
y=l Jo OXj

(35) ieí P be the function of 7R defined by the expression

P(7)=Y(x'i-xi)d^.
j=l °Xj

In the sequel u will always have the range 0 Si u Si 1, and, moreover, for the

purpose of proving the theorem, it is supposed that a definite pair ( £', £ ) is

under consideration.

In reference to the preceding definitions, certain obvious propositions can

be stated.

Proposition 4. For every n and for every value of u on the interval 0 Si u Si 1

it follows that n (n, u) is in R.

Proposition 5.    The sequence ( f„ ) satisfies

lim f„ = £'.
71 = 00

Proposition 6.    The function P(y) is Ci ( R ).

The last result is obtained as a consequence of hypothesis (29) and of

Theorem III.

In the proof of the theorem, it will be useful to have the following

Lemma 1.    The sequence P [n (n, u)], (n = 1,2, • • • ), is such that

lim P[7;(n,n)] = P[n(0, u)] uniformly for 0 Si u Si 1.
n=oo

It has just been shown that P is Ci ( R ). Hence, in view of Theorem I,

it follows that P [d(y,u)], where

e(y,u) = £ + n(7- £) [7R = (2/i,2/2, •••)]

is completely continuous in the space R', where the coordinates are (u, yi,

7/2, • ■ • ) 7 m which y i satisfies (3). The lemma, therefore, is an immediate

consequence of Theorem II, when the xi of that discussion is identified with u.

Corollary 1. For every e > 0 an integer ne can be determined such that,

for n^ ne,
|.Pnh(«, w)] - PB[»?(0,7t)]| Sie (OSiwSil),

where Pn is defined as the sum of the first n terms of P.
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In view of hypothesis (29), it follows that, for every e > 0, an integer ne

can be found such that, forOëii = 1; n =% ne; m = 1,2, •••,

(36) \Pn[v(m,u)]- P[v(m,u)]\^y.

As a result of the Lemma 1, this ne can be supposed chosen so that also

(37) |Ph(0,«)] -P[v(n,u)]\ £=$*    (0<«<1; n>n.).

From (36) for m = n and m = 0, and from (37), there is obtained

|P»[ij(0,tt)] - Pa[v(n,u)]\ ^e    {n>n„ 0<«<1).

Now consider the proof of the theorem.    It is seen that on account of

Proposition 5

(38) lim/(f») =/(£').
n=oo

From the law of the mean for the finite case, it follows that

/(r„) "/(€) = *».
In view of (38) there is obtained

lim sn =/({') -/(£).
71=00

It is desired to show that lim„=oo sn = S.

From the definitions (31) to (35) it is seen that

f   \Pn
Jo

\Sn — sn\ ^   I    |P„ [ij(0, ti)] - P„ [v(n, u)]\du.
Jo

Because of Corollary 1 to Lemma 1, it follows that, for every e > 0 an integer

ne can be found such that

| Sn — sn j il e (n^n,).

Consequently, since lim„=w sn exists, it follows that S exists and that limn=!G0

sn = S, which completes the proof of the theorem.

It should be remarked that, as a result of (29), the series (30) converges

absolutely-uniformly with respect to the pair ( £R, £'  ).

In deriving the Taylor Theorem in the next article, it will be convenient

to have the following theorem which gives a means for computing the deriva-

tive of a function / of a differentiable function £ ( v ).

Theorem VI. Let f ( £ ) and the partial derivatives df/dxi be as assumed in

Theorem V. Let %(v) be a function of v(0 ^ v ^ 1) for which the derivative

d£/d« is continuous in v and for which

(39) £t=i

dxj (vj)df(y)
dv        dxi
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converges uniformly for all 0 Si t>,- Si 1, and rçR, 70A77e, for every v, £ (v) is in R..

Then the function G (v) = / [ £ ( 7) ) ] is continuous and

(40)
dG(v)     ^âf[Ç(v)}dxi(v) .

2^      ai iz— = -"(»)•dv dxi dv

The continuity of G ( v ) follows from Theorem I. Moreover, H ( v ) exists

as a result of hypothesis (39) ; it remains to show the existence of dG/dv and

the equality stated in (40).

As a consequence of Theorem V, it is seen that, for every pair of points

(£,R,SR),

(41) /(£)-/(£)= 2. (xj - xj) I   -£--du,
¡=1 Jo OXi

where the infinite sum converges absolutely-uniformly for all points ( £'  , £R ),

Suppose £ = £(«),£' = £(»'), in (41).    Let Atj = (tj' — v) and

n(v',u) = £(»)+«[£(/) -£(«)].

Then

gW)-g(v)     ^xAv^-xAv)  f'ô/h («',«)]
At) JTi Av J0 dx.

The equation (42) is to be considered as v' approaches v.    From the mean-

value theorem for the function x,• ( v ), there is obtained

(43) Xj(v') — Xj(v) = Av
dxj(vv,tj)

dv

where vv,tj is suitably chosen between v' and v.    In view of (43), equation

(42) becomes

G(v') - G(v)      Aoxyiv.y)  fdf[r,(v',u)]
Av y=l        dv 'A f

Jo dxj
du.

Hence there results

G(v') - G(v)

(44)

H(v)
Av

¿&y(f) ¿/[¿(g)]

i=i     dv dxj

dxj^j)  Çldf[n(v', u)]

dv fJo dx.
du

(45)
L=i L       dv dv    J J„ dary

+
«m»)/ fa/h (*',«)].,   ¿/[€(»>]

y=l       «fo (X da;/
dn —

dxj
du

)[
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Let Ty(v') and T2(v'), respectively, denote the first and second terms in

(45). Consider Ty(v'). Because of the uniform convergence in (39), it is

seen that, for every e > 0, an integer ie can be determined for which

j=n.+i|L      do dv    Jj0 dxj — a<1 V

Moreover, from the continuity of d^/dv, it follows that a constant be > 0

can be chosen such that, if | v' — v | Si be, then the sum for j = 1 to j = n,. of

the same expression is at most \e.    Hence it has been established that

Z\ («')=!« (I»'-»I ==&.).

Before considering r2 (»'), it is convenient to note, under the hypotheses of

the present theorem,

Lemma 2. Suppose that £, £', fm (m = 1, 2, • • • ) are points of R swcft

íAaí limm=M fm = £'.    TAen ii follows that

lim yu + "(f..-«;)] = yu + tt»'-»i
m=oo dxy da;y

uniformly for ol! 0 ä m ë 1.

This result is a consequence of Theorem II with the Xy and (x2, x3, • • ■)

of that discussion identified with the u and £' of the present statement

respectively.

In view of the lemma, it is seen that the absolutely-uniformly converging

series

m *«.)-±^(f;mm±^imi^_m^*.)
is<7i(£o)foralUR.

On considering (45) it is seen that, because of (46) and Theorem I, the

expression T2(v') isa continuous function of v'. Thus, a number de, where

0 < de Si be, can be chosen such that

T2(v')^\e (\v'-v\^d.),

and, hence, Ty(v') + T2(v') ^ e for the same values of v'. It has there-

fore been established that the quotient (42) has a unique limit as v' approaches

v, which limit satisfies the equation (40).

It is easily proved that the derivative dG/dv is a continuous function of v

because, in view of Theorem I, each term of H ( v ) is continuous.

5. Taylor's Theorem for / ( £ ). The subject for discussion in the present

article is the
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Theorem VIL    Suppose that the function /(£) and, for a certain k, all

partial derivatives dA //dx,-, • • • dx-ih (h = 1, 2, • • •, k) are Ci (R), while

(47) Y    rhrh
dhf(y)

I dxj, — dxi
(Ä-1.2, ■■■,k),

converge uniformly for all r, of R.    Then it follows that, for every pair of points

(£R,£'R),

/(£ ) -/(£) = ¿.¿{x, - Xj)-f— +K L, (xh - xh)(xji - xk)
3=1 uxy ii\,h=l OXj1UXj1

+ ...+        1 Y     (r'-r)...(r'    -x    )    ^/(g)

The method of proof consists in reducing the problem to a question of the

expansion by Taylor's Formula of a function of a single variable; this reduction

is accomplished by means of Theorem VI. In order to avoid complicated

notation the proof will be given only for the case k = 2. The details in the

general case are precisely similar.

Assume, now, that a definite pair of points (£ , £' ) is given. Define

t;(?j) = £ + «(£' — £). It is clear that, for ( 0 Si v Si 1 ), the point n ( v )

belongs to R.    Moreover, every component of n is continuous in v ahd

dv U       "J-

On placing tj ( v ) = [yi(v), y2(v), • • • ], it follows that

un ^dyj(vj)df(t)   ä. ,     .df(n  ._ .
(48) ti~dv~^x7=Ù{Xj~Xj)~dx3~    (fR°e"^-)-

Since the right side of (48) is independent of the v}-, it follows from the hypothe-

sis (47), for k = 1, that (48) converges absolutely-uniformly for all fR, and

( 0 Si Vj Si 1 ). Hence in view of Theorem VI, it is seen that, if F ( v ) denotes

/ [ 77 ( v ) ] then

^il)_ Vr ' _    ï^MllJ
dv ~iKXj        Xj) dX) '

where dF(v)/dv is continuous in v. On applying Theorem VI a second time,

it is similarly established that

^F(v)       f*   ,   . w  . ,d2f[V(v)]
d*     ~ ^=1     h       Jl){ *       U)   dxj.dxj,   '

and that d2 F (v)/dv2 is continuous in t>.
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The Taylor Formula with two terms, applied to the function F ( v ), gives

On placing v = 1 in (49), there is obtained

P(l) - P(0) =/(£') -/(£) = t(x'j -^)^7

+   £   (x'h - xH) (x'j2 - xJt)  I ^ (1 - u)du,
h,h=l «^0 oxJi oxJ2

which establishes the desired result.

6. Discussion of the results. The special form of the hypotheses (29) of

Theorem V, (39) of Theorem VI, and (47) of Theorem VII have as their

purpose the distribution of the force of the assumptions both on to the region

R through the introduction of the r¿, and on to the derivatives which are

involved. For example, if the region R is such that £*=" U converges, then

(29) is satisfied if it is merely assumed that the derivatives df/dxj have a

common upper bound. On the other hand, if there is a number a > 0 such

that ri > a, then it would be necessary, in order to satisfy (29), that

f a/m
L    dxi

should converge uniformly for £R. Similar alternative hypotheses are possible

in Theorems VI and VII. The general notion of such a distribution of the

force of the hypotheses as is used here was first brought out by F. R. Moulton*

in a paper on differential equations.

PART  II

Ordinary differential equations in infinitely many variables

1. Introduction. The main purpose of the following discussion is the

presentation of an existence proof for a solution of a certain infinite system

of differential equations of the form (1). The existence theorem is divided

into two sections. Under suitable conditions the unique existence of a con-

tinuous solution of (1) in a restricted neighborhood is first established in § 2

and then, in § 3, under further hypotheses the solution is shown to extend to

the boundary of the region of points R in which (1) is defined. In this final

theorem of § 3, R is taken as a general region possessing interior points, where

the notion interior is given a definition reducing, for the finite case, to that

used in a space of a finite number of dimensions.

* Loc. cit.
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In carrying out the proof for a restricted neighborhood in § 2 by a method

analogous to the Picard scheme for a finite system, it is found convenient to

assume that the/,•(£, t) in (1) satisfy what might be termed a generalized

Lipschitz condition with respect to the variables ( Xy, x2, • • • ). In § 4 it is

shown that this hypothesis, which is of a formal character, can be replaced

by a second assumption which, though stronger, is functional in nature.

In § 5 the results of F. R. Moulton are considered. It is established that

the main results of his paper, so far as they apply to reals, can be obtained

as special cases of the results of §§2, 3, and 4. It is proved that the system

(1), which Moulton treats, satisfies the assumed conditions of the theorems

of the present paper.

2. Definition of the approximations and proof of the theorem in a re-

stricted neighborhood.   Let the system (1) be represented by the notation

(50) dt=^^ [* "^1'ft'""' * "(*»'> -C»*»i*»» *••>],

where the initial conditions are

£(<) = £o = (ci, a2, •••) (i = <o).

For the system (50) let the approximations £* ( & = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) to a solu-

tion satisfying the initial conditions, be defined formally by the equations

fe(0-fe,
fe(0 = fe+ f $lvk-y(t)]dt   {„»-.(O =[I*-.(0,<1; fc-1,2, •••}.

The following theorem presents hypotheses under which the approximations

(51) exist and converge to a solution of (50) for t restricted to a sufficiently

small neighborhood of i0 • A simple form will be assumed for the region R in

which (50) will be supposed defined. This procedure has as its purpose the

formation of a basis for the proof in § 3 of the existence of a solution of (50)

in an extended region when R is of a more general type.

Let R designate the region of points i? for which t lies in the region

(52) T:\t-to\mn (r.>0),

and for which £ lies in the region

(53) S : \xí - Oi\ Sir, (f-1,2, •••)•

Theorem VIII. Suppose that the system (50) satisfies the following hypo-

theses :

(IIy)  The function $ is Cy (R)—in other words, fy,f2, • ■ • are each Cy (R).

(H2) There exist positive-valued functions An (I, £, £'), where (tT, £s, £'s),
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which are completely continuous in their arguments, and are such that, for every
(¿r,£s,£'s),

i/«<í,o-/<cr,oi í¿4«,{,r)i*;-4
3 = 1

where, moreover, it is assumed that, for all (tT, £s, £'s),

(54) ¿'/¿«(«»I»?)-?<((,«,?) (<-l,2,...)
y=i

converges uniformly.

(H3) There exist finite numbers M and K such that the maxima Mi of the

|/<(£> 0!> and the maxima Ki of the Vi (t, £, £') for points (tT, £s, £'s)

satisfy

(55) Mi^nM,

(56) Ki^nK.

Then the approximations (51), formed for the system (50), exist and converge to

a function £ ( í ) for \ t — t0 \ sufficiently small. Moreover, £ ( t ) is continuous

in t and is a solution of (50) for which £ ( t0 ) = £o. Furthermore, there is no

other continuous solution of (50) reducing to £0 for t = t0.

It is interesting to note the following obvious relation which exists in con-

nection with (H3) when R is of a special form.

Proposition 4. Suppose there is a number a > 0 such that r,- > a ( i = 1,

2, • ■ • ) • Then if the constants ( Ki, Mi ) have a common finite bound H, it

follows that there are numbers M and K satisfying (H3).

To prove Theorem VIII, it will first be shown that there is a number d > 0

such that, for \t — U\ Si d, the approximations (51) are defined and satisfy

(57) |£t(i) - £o| Sip [p = (r1,r2, •••)]•

It will next be established that, for |i — i0| Si d, the sequence (51) converges

uniformly, and then, finally, it will be proved that the limit of the sequence

is the unique continuous solution of (50) reducing to £o for t = U.

To accomplish the first step of the proof, consider |£& (t) — £o|. It follows

from (51) that

(58)

|fc(0-€o| =1 f*(€o,0
I Jto

|£*«)-£o| Sil fpMdt

dt (fc = l),

Mp\t-t0\ (fc-D.

Tran«. Am. Math. Soc. 10
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Let d be a number such that d Si 1/M.   Then, in view of (58),

|fe(0 -fe| £p (It-M^d).

It is similarly established that (58) holds true for ( k = 2, 3, • • • ) if

11 — to I = d.

Now let yk(t) = £* (t) — £t_i (t), and consider the problem of showing

the convergence of the series S?=i 7* ( 0 which is equivalent to the question

of the convergence of the sequence (51).    On placing

it follows that

7k(t) = [yyk(t),y2k(t), ■■•],

nM\t - to\\yn(t)\ =   ffi(h,t)dt
I «A>

From the definition (51) there is obtained

\ya(t)\ =| fifilVi(t))-fi[vo(t)]}dt
I «A,

which, in view of (H2), gives

I  /*' °°
|ya(0|^        £^yO,fe(0,fe)ki(0-ay|<&

I «Ai í=i

=i M " f (JlAiiit, £i(i), £o)ry)|< - fo|
l«/<o \y=i /

^ir.JfXli- iol2.

(¿ = 1,2, •••).

dt

On proceeding in a similar fashion, it follows by a simple induction that

\Vik(t)\ ^MK^n\t - to\k.

Therefore it has been established that*

(59)
» oo j(k—y

Y,yik(t)<.riMY,-rr\t - t0\k.
k=y y=i   KI

Since the series on the right converges uniformly for all |< — i"o| = d, it

follows that the series on the left converges absolutely-uniformly for all

! í — ¿o | = d. Moreover, since each term of the series is a continuous func-

tion of t, it is seen that the sum represents a continuous function of t.    Hence

* The sign <ÍC is a notation introduced by Poincaré which means that the series on the left

is term by term dominated by the series on the right.
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it has been shown that there exists a continuous function £ ( t ) such that

(60) lim £*(í) =£(<),
k=aa

uniformly for all 11 — t01 Sá. From the form of the dominating series in

(59) it is seen that the convergence in (60) is characterized by the statement

that for every number e > 0 there exists an integer kt such that, for k =S ke,

(61) |£*(0 -£(<)! Siep (|í-í,|<d),

This manner of convergence is a special case of uniform convergence relative

to a scale function, a notion first made use of by E. H. Moore. To use Moore's

terminology, it would be stated that, in (61), the sequence £*,(& = 1,2, ••■)

converges to £ uniformly over the range I relatively to the scale function p.

The general definition* of this type of convergence is as follows:

Let Un (p) (n = 1,2, • • • ), u(p), and a(p) be complex valued functions

on the range P. Then the sequence pn converges to p uniformly over the

range P, relatively to the scale function a, if, for every e > 0, an integer ne

can be found such that, for n=Zne,

\pn — p\ = e\a\.

In order to complete the proof of Theorem VIII it remains to show that

£ (t) is a solution of equation (50). From the definition (51) it is seen that

£(<o) = £o; moreover,

(62) lim Xik(t) = ai + lim  f /,- h*~i(0] dt.
k=co k=oo  Jt0

Because of (61), it follows from Proposition 2 that, for every e > 0, there

can be found an integer ke such that

\fi[vk-i(t)] -/¿[£(í),í]| Sie   (ft£fc.; |f-t»!3Sd).

Therefore it is found that

(63) lim  f ft [r,k-i(t)]dt=   ( fdt(t),t]dt.
k=n Jt0 Jta

As a result of (62) and of (63), it follows that

(64) £(í) = ¿o+ f *(£(<), t)dt,
Jt„

* I, p. 30.
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and, therefore, there is obtained

Thus £ (r) is a continuous solution of (50) which satisfies the initial conditions.

The uniqueness of the continuous solution £ (i) is established by an indirect

argument. Suppose that there exists a second continuous solution 7(i)

differing from £(i)> lying in S for \t — t0\ Si d, and satisfying y (t0) = £0.

Then

7(0 = £o + f'*[y(t),t]
Jta

dl.

It follows from the fact that y is in S, that

|7(0 -?o| ==P.

Therefore there is obtained, on placing 7(0 = [¡Ji(t), Vi(t), •••]»

\yi(t)-xiy(t)\ =   f {fi[y(t),t]-f,[Co,t]}
i «a>

dt

«S        E4'(í.7(í),ío)|ft(í) -aj\dt
l«A0 j=i

^nK\l - t0\.

On proceeding as in the discussion leading to (59), there results

r. Kk\t — /J*
|*(0 -*»(<)|S--'fe|       ' (i,fc = l,2,..-).

Thus it follows that the sequence £¿(0 converges to y (t) and therefore

7 = £. Hence, the assumption as to the existence of the second distinct

solution has been contradicted.

It is easily seen that Theorem VIII holds in its entirety if in its state-

ment the approximations £* of (51) are replaced by those defined as follows:

&>(<)« f(f) [f(fo)=£ol,

€*«) = fo+ f *h»-i(0]<ö (&-i,2, •••),

in which 7jfc_i ( t ) = [ £i_i ( t ), t ] and where, for 11 — to | Si r0, the function

f (t) is continuous and satisfies

|f(0-tîo| S6p,       6<1.
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However, the neighborhood of to in which the £* of (65) converge to a solution

is perhaps different from that found for the £jt of (51).

The question naturally arises as to whether the solution £(<) possesses a

second derivative under further hypotheses similar to those added in the finite

case in deriving the corresponding result. This query is answered affirma-

tively in

Corollary 1. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem VIII, assume that

the functions dfi/dx,- and dfi/dt (i,j = 1,2, ■••) are Cy(R) and that each

of the sums

r\dfi(y,t)
(66) dxj

ri (¿ = 1,2,...)

converges uniformly for  (tT, ys).     Then it follows that, for   \t — ¡f0| Sid,

£ ( t ) has a second derivative given by

d2xj   f,dfj[Ht),t] a/,[£«),f]

To establish this corollary, recall Theorem VI. Let the function /»(£,<)

and the point ij(r) = [£(t),t] replace respectively the function / and the

point £(u) of Theorem VI. To show that all hypotheses in the former case

are satisfied by f it remains to prove that

m&hSDl+±
at y-i

dfi(y,t)
ax,- filv(tj)]

converges uniformly for all (tT, ys) and for all (t¡, f) on the interval

|i - <o| Sid.

From (H3) it follows that

fP<£fyif
y=i

dfi(y,t)
dxj

+
dfi[y(t')]

dt

which, in view of hypothesis (66), is seen to converge uniformly for all (tT, ys).

Therefore by a direct application of Theorem VI the corollary is fully estab-

lished.

In a similar fashion, further hypotheses can be added which insure the

existence of third, fourth, and higher derivatives of £ ( t ). The procedure

would be to impose sufficient conditions to permit the successive application

of Theorem VI.

3. The existence of a solution in an extended region. Let R denote a

region of points v — (£> t) • Then, vo will be termed an interior point of R

if there exist positive numbers (do, dy, • • • ) such that all points in the neighbor-
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hood

|í-<o|<do,        |£-£o|<5 [« = (dud2, •••)]

are in the region R.    All other points of R will be called boundary points.

The theorem to be presented in this article gives extension properties of

the solution of (50) in a region possessing interior points which, if the number

of variables and equations in (50) is finite, reduces to the usual theorem on

the solution of a system of differential equations of finite order.

Theorem IX. Let 3> ( n ) be Ci for all r, in a region R possessing interior

points. Suppose that, for every interior peint no, there exists a neighborhood Ro

of interior points of R, of type (52) and (53), and functions A(?J(t, £, £'),

which are Ci for all points ( tTa, £s°, £'A° ), simultaneously in all their arguments.

At every no lei the hypotheses of Theorem VIII be supposed satisfied with the R

and the An of that theorem replaced by the R0 and A(f] of the present statement.

Then, if ( £0, t0 ) is interior to R, it follows that there is a unique continuous solu-

tion £ ( t ) of (50) ( £ ( ¿o ) = £o ) which is defined on an interval ia) < t < <(2)

including t0 (i(1) < to < ¿(2) ), on which the point ( £ (/) ,t) is interior to R.

Furthermore, tM (¿ = 1,2) are such that, as t approaches ¿(i), the only limit

points of n(t) = [i;(t) ,t] are on the boundary of R or else are interior points

such as ( y, í(,) ), 70A7CÄ are not approached by any sequence of points [£(<*),<*]

(k = 1,2, •••)> 70 Aere the £ ( tk ) converge to y uniformly over the range I rela-

tively to the scale function p' = ( r\, r'2, ■ • • ), where the r\ are the numbers

corresponding by hypothesis to the interior point ( y, í(i) ).

In order to establish this result,* first apply Theorem VIII at the point 170.

It follows that there is a continuous solution £ ( t ), defined over a certain

interval \t — <o| Si ei. It is seen that, since the R0 corresponding to 770

consists entirely of interior points, 771 = n (to + ei) is interior to R. From

the uniqueness of the continuous solution £ ( t ) through £0, it follows that the

solution £' ( t ) through £ ( t0 + ei ), given by a second application of Theorem

VIII, is a continuation of £(i)- Hence £(i) is defined, continuous, and

interior to R for

to Si t Si ¿o + ei + e2, (es>0).

Let <(2) be the least upper bound of the intervals on which £(i) is defined,

continuous and such that the point 77 ( t ) is interior to R. Suppose that, as t

approaches <(2), the point n (t) has a limit point (y, t(2) ) interior to R and

that (r'0, r[, r2, •• •) are the numbers of (52) and (53) corresponding to it

by hypothesis. Suppose that tk (k = 1,2, •••) are a sequence of values of t

such that the corresponding sequence £ ( tk ) converges to y, uniformly over I,

relatively to the scale function p'.   Then the theorem will be completely

* The existence of ¿<2) will be considered. A similar argument would suffice for the case

of <«>.
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proved if, under these assumptions, it is shown that f(2) cannot be the upper

bound as stated above.

Let M[, M', K\, K', and A'fJ (t, £, £') be the elements of the hypothesis

of Theorem VIII corresponding to the point ( y, í(2) ). Take a value g such

that

\f2)-tg\ <hú, ¿;  |£(iff) -y\ <W

At the point, [t = t„, % = i-(tg)\ the hypotheses of Theorem VIII are satis-

fied with the R of that discussion replaced by the region

|£-£(U[ Si|p';        \t-tg\t=\lr'o,

and with p = p'/2, M = 2M', K = K', and An = A't}- Hence the work

following (58) shows that there passes through n(tg) a solution which, from

its uniqueness, coincides with £ ( t ) f or t Si tg and which is defined, continuous,

and interior to R for |i — tg\ Si 1/2M'. But this last interval includes i(2)

as an interior point. Therefore i(2) is not the least upper bound as assumed

above and thus Theorem IX is proved.

4. Substitution of a functional hypothesis in place of ( H2 ). In the' case

of a function / of a finite number-of variables (xi, xit • • •, x„) it is known

that the existence of a Lipschitz inequality
n

\f(xi, •••, xn) - f(x[, •••, x'n)\ Si K Y \x'i - Xi\     (la*-a«! Sir«)
i=i

is implied by the assumption that / has continuous derivatives df/dxi for

points in | Xi — at | Si r». A somewhat similar result in regard to the hypo-

thesis (Hi), which is of the nature of a Lipschitz condition, is stated in the

following

Theorem X. Let f be defined in the region R given by (52) and (53), and

such that f(n) and df(n)/dxj (j = 1,2, •••) are Ci(R). Suppose, also,

that

mi1
converges uniformly for r,R. Then it follows that there exist positive-valued

functions A, (t, £, £') (j = 1, 2, ■ • • ) 70A7VA are Ci simultaneously in the

arguments (tT, £s, £'s) and are such that

(68) £^y(<,£,£')ry
y=i

converges uniformly for all (tT, £s, £'s); and, moreover,

(69) |/({,*) -/(£', i)| Si£.4y(<,£,£')|zy-:r;|.
3=1
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In order to prove this theorem, consider, first, an application of the mean-

value theorem to/ ( £, t ). From the present hypotheses and from Theorem V

it follows that

(70) /(f',o -/(f,o = £(*; -x,) f
j=l Jo

•d/U+ «(£'-£); i]
dxj

du.

By the aid of (67) it is easily established that

"d/[£ + «(£'-£);i]
(71) Er,    f

y=i    I Jo dxj
du

converges uniformly in the arguments (tT, £s, £/s).

Now define the function A}(t, £, £') by the equation

(72) Ai(t,i,n -I f
I i/o

1d/[£ + a(£,-£);¿]

dxj
du

By virtue of (70) and (71) it is seen that (68) and (69) hold for this definition

of Aj. The complete continuity of the A, of (72) in its arguments is a conse-

quence of Theorem II, when u is identified with the xy of that discussion and

the totality (u; t; Xy, x2, • • • ; x\, x'2, • • • ) is considered as a single point in

a space of infinitely many dimensions.

Corollary 1. Hypothesis (II2) of Theorem VIII is implied by the following

assumption:

(H'2). There exist derivatives dfi/dxj (i,j = 1,2, •••) which are Cy(R)

and such that each of the sums

(73) Hry
j = \

dfi(v)
ax,- (i-1,2, •••)

converges uniformly for all ijR.

To establish the corollary, define

(74) Aij(t,t,!;') =1   f
I Jo

df, [Z + u(?-Z);t]
dxj

du

As an immediate consequence of Theorem X it is seen that hypothesis (H2)

is true for this interpretation of An.

Corollary 2. Expression (56) of hypothesis (H3) of Theorem VIII is

implied by (H2) and the further assumption that the maxima K't of the sums of

(73) for points i;R satisfy

K't Sir.Z'.

To see this result, suppose that in (H2) the Ai¡ have the definition (74).
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Then it follows that

y=i Jo   y=i

sr4.

Hence (56) of hypothesis (H3) is true with K = K'.

5. Comparison with Moulton's results. In order to make a definite com-

parison with Moulton's paper, it will be convenient to have his main theorem

stated explicitly in the following form :

Theorem M.    Let there be given the system of differential equations

dx- °°
(75) -£ = /,(«,£) = ai + g/y)(<,£) (i = i,2, •••)

with the initial conditions £(0) = 0, 70Äere " a¡ " is a constant and fp is the

totality of terms of /,• which are homogeneous in (t, Xi, x2, ■ • •) of degree j.

Suppose there exist real positive numbers ( c0, ci, • • • ), ( r0, n, • • • ) and

(A, a) such that Co t + Ci Xi + • • • = s ( t, £ ) converges for points 77 = ( /, £ )

in the region of complex values

\i\ Si r0, |£| ^ p [p = (r,,r2, •••)],

and such that Ar i s1 dominates f [^ term by term, and |a¿| Si ^4r¿ a. Then there

exists for (75) a unique analytic solution £ = £(i)»[£(0) = 0 ], for \t\ sufficiently

small.

In Moulton's paper the discussion was for complex values of the quantities

entering. The work of the present paper is concerned only with reals, and

hence, let Theorem M be considered for real values of the symbols involved.

Then we have

Theorem XI. The Theorem M when restricted to reals is a corollary of

Theorem VIII; and, in addition, it follows that the analytic solution of (75) is

the unique continuous solution satisfying the initial conditions.

To establish these facts, it will first be shown that, under Moulton's hypo-

theses, all those of Theorem VIII are satisfied. On choosing, in common

with Moulton, a number G so that s ( t, £ ) Si 70 < 1 for all 77 in the region R

defined by

r : ¡«! Si-;       S: \xt\ Si- (¿ = 1,2,...),'    g '   ■    g

it follows from the dominance assumption of Theorem M that

(76) /,- ( t, £ ) = a,■ + Yf(P « rtM    [ M = A ( a + J^') ].

dfi !£ + «(£' -£);¿j
dxi

du,
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It will be proved that, in the region R, all the hypotheses of Theorem VIII

hold true for (75).

In view of Theorem III it is seen from (76) that /, ( i? ) is Cy ( R ), which is

the hypothesis (Hy) of Theorem VIII.    Moreover,

d^

dxk
< U Ack    t^jw1'-1    = n Ack H (# = Sp1'-1 ) ,

and hence dfi/dxk (i, k = 1,2, • • • ) are Cy (R).    From the fact that

H,rk
dfi(v)

dxk
<iri(AHYJckrk) = nK    (k = AH % ckrk)

k=l V k=l '

for all ijR, and from the Corollaries 1 and 2 of Theorem X, it is seen that

hypotheses (H2) and (56) of (1/3) are satisfied. Moreover, because of (76),

(55) of (H3) is true. Thus, all conditions of Theorem VIII are satisfied and,

therefore, for \t\ Si d, (d sufficiently small), there is an unique solution £ (t)

of (75) satisfying £ ( 0 ) = 0. On examining the form of the approximations

(51) for the system (75), it is seen that all £*(i) are analytic in t and hence,

the 7ft of Theorem VIII are analytic. From the equality £ ( t ) = £?=i 7* ( t )

and from the absolute-uniform convergence of this series for |i| Si d [cf. (59)],

it follows that £ (i) is analytic; therefore the proof of Theorem XI is complete.

The equation (59) of this paper also establishes another result obtained in

Moulton's paper which can be summarized in the statement that there exists a

continuous function p(t), (p(0) = 0), such that | £ ( 0 I = PP(t).

PART III

Implicit functions in infinitely many variables

1. Introduction. Let the infinite system of equations (2) defining (yy,y2,

• • • ) as functions of ( Xy, x2, • • • ) be represented by the notation

(77) *(7)=0 [*-(/»,/»,-••)]

where 7 is in the space of infinitely many dimensions with the coordinates

(xy,x2,---;   2/1,2/2, •••)   or,  7 = (£, 17),  where   £ = (xy, x2, •••)   and

v = (yi,V2, ■••)•
Let (£ = a,v = ß) be a solution of (77). Then the problem of the present

chapter is to obtain for the system (77) with this given initial solution an

analog of the fundamental theorem on implicit functions for the finite case.

In carrying over the theory from the finite to the infinite case, alternative

methods of procedure are open, due to the different possible choices for the

region of definition of (2) and for the postulated character of the function

<î> ( 7 ) . In the sequel, the classical theory is generalized in a direction parallel

to that taken in the theorems of Part I.
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In dealing with the classical case, certain finite systems of linear equations

play an important part. Similarly in the present transcendental case, certain

infinite systems of linear equations enter in a fundamental fashion. The

hypotheses which will be imposed on the system (77) are arranged so that

these infinite systems come under the theory of infinite systems of linear

equations with normal determinants. In § 2 there is given a brief summary

of the auxiliary results on infinite determinants and infinite systems of linear

equations which will be used in the subsequent parts of the paper.

In § 3 there is presented, under suitable hypotheses, the analog for (77)

of the classical theorem on implicit functions. Then, in § 4, additional

hypotheses are imposed under which it is shown that the solution of (77)

possesses first partial derivatives with respect to the variables Xi.

2. Normal infinite determinants and infinite systems of linear equations.

In the sequel it will be convenient to have the theorems outlined below.

References are made to the pages in Kowalewski's book on determinants,*

where the proofs of the results are to be found. In the future, the notation

" (K, p.-) " refers to a page in this book.

Let the notation for an infinite determinant be

A =   | aij I (i, y=i, 2, •••)  (i designates the row, j the column).

Then A is defined as a normal determinant if

00

S = 2-1 | aij — dn I
it 3=1

converges, where dn, the Kronecker symbol, is zero or unity according as i ={= j

or 7 = j.    Certain properties of normal determinants will be stated.

Property 1.    (K, p. 372) If A„ represents the determinant

An  =   I 0¡n | (j, y=i, 2, ••■, n) ,

then the determinant A exists in the sense

A = lim An.
71=00

Property 2. (K, p. 374) The determinant A can be expressed as a series

^4 = 1 + Y?=i Ti which satisfies

00 00     Qi

1 + YTi^l+Yj-r
i=l t=l 7!

Property 3. (K, p. 385) For every k, the series Yf=i Dkj where Dk) is

the co-factor of a*,- in A, can be arranged in a series which is term by term

* Einführung in die Determinanten-Theorie.
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0+M+-)-
and, thus, these sums (k = 1,2, • • •) have a common upper bound B.

The fundamental theorem on the solution of certain types of infinite systems

of linear equations is stated as

Property 4.    (K, p. 383) In the infinite system of linear equations

/ s (*%j Xj ——  Of «-1,8.—).
j=i

suppose that the determinant A is normal and distinct from zero and that \bj\ =b,

(b finite; j = 1,2, •••)• Then among all bounded sequences of numbers

( Xy, x2, • • •) there exists uniquely a solution

bk Dkj
xj = E

k=\       A-
«-1,2,—).

3. The theorem for a restricted neighborhood.    Let R represent the region

of points 7 = ( £, v ) defined by

(78) S: |f - «| Sip; T:\v-ß\^Pr

[p = (ri,r2, •••); f>' = (r\,r2, •••)],

in which r¿ Si r, r\ Si r.    Then the result for a restricted neighborhood is

stated in the following

Theorem XII. Suppose in (77) that the function i> and the derivatives

dfi/dy,- (i,j = 1,2, •••) are Cy (R), and that the maxima Mi of the |/¿ (7) |

for points 7R satisfy

(79) MiSir, M.

Assume that the double sum

(80) dfi(y)
dii        dyj

converges uniformly for all yR, and that the normal infinite determinant

\dfi(y)\
(81) F(y) =

dyj «, y=i, 2, -o

is different from zero for (£ = a, v = ß) • Suppose, also, that there exists a

number G such that the convergent series S"=i | Z?*» ¡, where Dki is the co-factor of

the element aki in

D = F(a,ß) = \aiJUi,i=y,2,.., [^-ífeÍAli],
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satisfies the inequality

(82) Y\Dki\ tkDGÚ «-1,2,—).
*=i

and let the function <i> have the property defined as follows:

(83) For every e > 0 there can be found a number de > 0 such that, for

|£-a|sideP,        (f),

it follows that

l*(E,0)| =«•
TÄen, if $(a, ß) = 0, it follows that there are positive constants (c, d),

(0<dSil,0<cSid), such that to every £ in | £ — a \ ?=cp there corresponds

one and only one solution of (77) in \ n — ß | Si dp'. Furthermore, the function

r, ( £ ), so determined, is completely continuous for all points £ in the region

|£ - a| Si cp.

In the proof of Theorem XII it is convenient to have the auxiliary function

^(£, V) whose components A»(£,77) (i — 1, 2, ■ • ■) are defined by the

system of linear equations

(84) /i(£,77) + ¿alJ[AJ(£,77) -y,] = 0.
y=i

On solving (84) it follows from Property 4 and from the present hypotheses

that

/•OE\ J.   If       \ Ft ( £ 7 77 )
(85) *•(€, i»)=y<-j)—,

where F¡ represents D with the ¿th column replaced by (fi,f2, • • ■); i. e.,

(86) A¿(£, 7,) = t/,--£/,(£, 77) a;,- [<^=lf]-

Since D is a normal determinant, it follows from § 2 that Yf=i |fly¿ | converges

and, therefore, as a consequence of (79) and of Theorem III, the A,- are Ci ( R ).

In order to establish the theorem, first consider the proof of certain lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let w be a positive number and 0 < 70 < 1. Then there exists

a number d Si 1 ( d > 0 ) s7icA that

a*(7)
(87) Y

y=i      oy,

It follows from (85) that

dFi

wo
—    < I € — « I Ss dp, \v-ß\Sdp').
r
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In view of assumption (80), it is seen that

dfk(y)
dyi Dki

dhj _ V' d/ii:   ,

dy3- *"'tidy*"'

converges uniformly for 7R, and hence dFijdy, may be expanded, giving

(88)

On making the substitution
00

d%j = ¿_, akj aki,
k=\

and summing (88) with respect to j after dividing by r¡, there results

1 A|d/U      1   Ä|/ d/*\   ,  |

r*y=i|d2/y|      r) ¡^íy\\ dy¡ J       \

It is seen that

1 vif Ô-M ' |<Uvi ' iVvl aM7 2-j \\ akj — -z- I aki   Si 7 I 2L,  a4i   11 ¿^ a*y — 5—   1,
r, k=i I \ oj/y/ r< \k=y        7 \i=i j dyj )

öE a*y —
dfk\
dyj\'

and, thereiore, it follows that

1   «o

r<y=i

dhj(y)
dyj

Sav(y)    (,«„>-JJ«,-^x.|)

In view of (80) it is verified that F(7) converges absolutely-uniformly for

all 7R, and hence V ( y ) is Cy ( R ).

From the fact that V(a, ß) = 0, it follows, in view of Proposition (2),

Part I, that there is a number d > 0 such that, if

I £ - a I Si dp,        177 - ß I Si dp',
then

and, consequently,

w

V^=Gr'

Ey=i
dhi
dy¡

Tj W

r

Lemma 2.    There exists a number c Si d such that

|*(£,d)-d| ^dp'(l-w)

for all values of £ in the region S' defined by | £ — a | Si cp.
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To obtain this result, start from the inequality

(89) ?\hi(H,ß) -h\ =¡7¿|a«/»(í,0)|,

which is derived from (86) by letting y = ( £, ß ). Condition (83) shows

that there exists a number c Si d such that

l*(£,/3)l=idi1^ (it — is^>.

and, hence, it follows from (89) and from the definition of G that

|*(£,/3) -0| SiP'd(l -70).

For convenience denote by T' the set of points satisfying 177 — ß | Si dp'.

Now consider the proof of Theorem XII. Define a sequence r¡k ( £ ) of

approximations to a solution of (77) through the initial point (a, ß) by the

equations

(90) ij*(£) = *[£,77it_i(£)]     [,.({) -pjfc-1,2, •••].

It will first be shown that, for all £*', the points 77* ( £ ) are in 7". Then it

will be established that, for these values of £, the sequence (90) converges to a

solution through (a, ß). Finally, the uniqueness of this solution will be

established by an indirect argument.

From Theorem I it follows that 771 (£) is Ci(S'). Moreover, from the

definition of the sequence (90) and from Lemma 2 it is seen that

M£) -ß\ = l*(£>/3) -01 =idp'(l -«0 <dp',

and thus it follows that 772 ( £ ) is Ci(S').    From (90) there results

(91) |t,2(£) -t,i(£)| = I* [£,7,i(£)] -*[£,77o(£)]|.

On applying Taylor's Theorem (cf. Part I) to the right-hand member in (91),

there is obtained

|7,2(£)-7,i(£)| =i¿|7/Ji(£)-7/yo(£)|.| Í
y=i I t/o

•'o^U^+n(7,1 (£)-/?)] ,
-du

dy}

Si dr ( 1 — 70

Si dp' 70 ( 1 — 70 ),

Jo     3=1

¿■*[£;/3 + n(T7i(£) - ß)\

ay¡ du

and, therefore,

|7,2(£)   -0|   Sidp'(l-702)   <dp'.

On proceeding as above, it is established by a simple induction that all r¡k ( £ )
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are Cy(S') and satisfy

\vk(H) -^_i(£) \^ dp'w*~l(l -w),
(92)

|»7*(£) -/3| Sdp'U-tc») <dp'.

To prove the convergence of the sequence Vk ( £ ), consider the equivalent

problem of the convergence of the telescopic series

(93) G(£) = ß+E(i?*(£) -i7*_i(£)).
*=1

In view of (92) it is seen that 9 (£) satisfies the dominance equation

(94) 8({)< |jS| +dp'(l - w)Í2wk~1 (Î5').
*=i

Since the right member of (94) converges, the same result holds for the sequence

of approximations; and it can be easily established that the manner of con-

vergence is characterized by the statement that there exists a function

í(í)-e(«,

or £*', such that, to every e > 0 there corresponds an integer k, such that

(95) |i?*(£) -u(£)| ==eP' (fc>fc.;r).

That is, the convergence is uniform with respect to £s' and uniform over the

range I relative to the scale function p'. Moreover it is seen from Theorem

III that 7j(£) isCi(S').

To show that rç(£) is a solution of (77), first note that, because of the

complete continuity of ^ ( y ), the convergence (95) shows that

lim *[£,ih(£)] = *[£,i?(£)].
fc=oo

But from definition (90) it follows that

lim vk(t) =  lim*(£,i,*_i(£)) = *(£,i?(£)),
k=to A=oo

and thus 77 ( £ ) satisfies

i>(*) -¥($,»,(£)).

Also, since D ={= 0, it is clear that (77) is equivalent to the system v = * ( £, V )

and therefore i? (£) is a solution of (77).

In order to establish the uniqueness of the solution i; ( £ ) suppose that,

for a certain £f, there existed a second solution v\  =t= V ( f i ) •    Then

*(fi,iji) =o.
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Also, since 77 (£1) is a solution of (77),

h(£i)-7,i| = |*(£i,7,(£1))- *(£i,7,i)|,

(96) .^,     _. ,   r>|a*[£i; r,(£i)+n(7,i -t,(£i))]
SiE|2/y(£i)

y=i
y M f

Jo àVi
du,

where the last expression is obtained by an application of Taylor's Theorem

(cf. Theorem V). Since | y¡\ — y¡ ( £1 ) | is bounded for ( j = 1,2, • • • ), and

since 771 4= 77 ( £1 ), it follows that there exists a least upper bound B > 0

for the values of

|wyi - 2/y(£i)
(¿-1,2,...).

Therefore an index i can be found for which

(97) |îta-y,-(fi)| >Bwr\.

Then, from (96) it is seen that | y. ( £1 ) — y a \ is at  most equal to

(98) Y\yÁh)-y¡i\\(
y=i I i/o

That is

1dhi[^i;V(^i)+u(Vi-7,(^1))]
-¿u

dyi

I      / f  \ I  < Brmi J3      '
|2/¿Ui) - Val =—— = Bwri.

But, since (98) contradicts (97), it follows that the assumption as to the

existence of a distinct 771 was wrong and, thus, the uniqueness of the solution

V ( £ ) is proved.

Corollary 1.    To every number g > 0 there corresponds a number m > 0

such that, for all £ in \ £ — a \ = mp,

|r,(£) -0| Sii/p'.

The corollary is a result of the inequality (94).    From this it is seen that

|r?(£) -01 Si p'Yw^ (Ií-«*IS!CP),

where it is to be recalled that c depends on the choice of 70 in Lemma 1.

Suppose, now, that w0 is so small that Y*=i tt'"-1 = 9 • Then, if m is chosen

as the number c corresponding to the 7f0 through Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows

that the conclusion of the corollary is true.

4. Differentiation of the solution ??(£) of §3. An hypothesis in addition

to those of Theorem XII is necessary in order to insure the existence of partial

derivatives of the solution 77 ( £ ) with respect to the components Xj of £.    The

Trans. Am. Matu. Soc. 11
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consideration of the existence of these derivatives for a representative com-

ponent (e. g., Xi) is found in

Theorem XIII. Suppose that, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem

XII, there exist in R partial derivatives dfi(y)/dxi (i = 1, 2, •••) which

are Ci ( R ) and are such that their maximum absolute values, N't, for points yR

satisfy Ni Si N. Then, for |£ — a\ =%bp, (b sufficiently small), there exists a

derivative function dv (£)/d#i whose components are given by the solution of the

system

^ dfi dyj     dû
T,T^x+x= 0 (4-1,8,—)3=1 dyj dxi     dari

for dyj/dxy. Moreover, ôrj/dari is Cy ( £ ) for | £ — a \ Si bp and there is a number

Q > 0 such that \dv (£)/dzi| Si Q.
In establishing the theorem the components (x2, x3, • • • ) of £ are con-

sidered fixed and so, for simplicity, think of xy as the only independent variable

in the problem.

If (xy, v) and (x\ = Xy + áxy, v' — V + A17) are two solutions of (77)

where xy and x[ are in S', then

(99) f(xy,v')-fi(xy,v)=fi(xy,v')-fi(x\,v')     («-1,3,—).

On expanding both sides by the mean-value theorem, there results, on dividing

by Axy,ior (i = 1,2, ■■■),

(loo)   fd^iÇàfi(xi,v + uAv)du= r»y,(*+ «**,, +¿,)
j=\AxyJo dyj J„ dzi

It is desired to show that there exists limAll=0 Ayj/Axy.

Lemma 1.    For every (xf, uT, u'T) the expressions

" dfi ( Xy , p + uAp )X«^0
- du    (i, j = 1,2, ■■■; A/i = a*' - m ),

jo dyj

are Cy(xx, p, p').

The lemma is obtained as a consequence of Theorem II as was done in a

similar case following (72), Part II.

Lemma 2.    For every (xf, uT', p'\) the infinite determinant

+ uAp.)A (                     >\         \    Ç   Sfi( Xy,p-\A(Xy,p,p')   =\    \-—
I Jo dyj

du (i,; = 1,2, —)

is normal and is Cy ( Xy, p, u' ) ■

In order to establish the normal character of A consider the inequality

-1 dfi (Xy, ß + uAp)
Y(Xy,p, p')  =    X dij -   I

dyj

E-X
du

dfi ( Xy, p + uAp )
dij-

dyj
du.
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In view of (80) the right side of this equation is seen to converge uniformly

for all (xf, pT, p' ).   Hence, because of Theorem III and of Lemma 1,

Y is Ci in all its arguments simultaneously; and, moreover, it is seen from

definition that A ( xi, p, p' ) is a normal determinant.    From the Property 2

of § 2 it follows that

nm\     \ai              >m -- ,   ,   Y(xi,p,p')  ,   Y2(xi,p,p')  ,
(101)     \A(xi,p,p')\ ^1 +-j-j-1--2~¡-'"••••

Since Y has an upper bound for the values (x\, pT, p'T) of its arguments,

it is seen from (101) that A(xi, p, p'), expressed as lim (n = <x> ) An (the

nth order determinant in the upper left-hand corner of A ), converges uni-

formly for such values of its arguments and therefore is Ci(xf, pT, p'T).

We turn now to the consideration of (100). In view of the hypotheses as

to the Ni, it follows from Property 4 of § 2 that the values Ay¡/Axi are given by

T-- = -77-—^j(Xl,X¡) (;=1,2, •■•),
Axi     A(xi, 77, 77'j

(102)
1         '\      V a      ,              n rdfk(xi + uAxi,v')

j(xi, Xi) = 2-, Ak. j(xi, 77, 77 )J   —      — ̂ --du,

where Ak, y represents the co-factor of the element of A in the row k and the

column j.   Now choose b', at most equal to c of Theorem XII, so that in the

region

(103)        |£-a|Si6'p,        \u-ß\ ==b'p',       \p'-ß\^b'p',

the infinite determinant A ( £, p, p' ) =)= 0. Select b Si b' so that, for all £ in

l£-«l si&p,
|t,(£) -0| Sit'p',

as is possible in view of the Corollary (1) of Theorem XII. Suppose that xi

of (99) is in \xi — ai| S brx.    Then, since Ais Ci(p') and since

A(xi,p,p) = F(xi,p),
it follows that

lim A(xi, 77, 77') = F(xi, 77) 4= 0.
x,'=x,

Furthermore, from the uniform convergence of A in its arguments, it is seen

that Zj(xi, x\) converges uniformly in the argument x[. Hence, since the

expression

f1 dfk(xi + uAxi,p') ^
Jo dxi

is continuous in x{. it follows that z, (xi, x\ ) is continuous in x[.   Therefore

r t <\      x-dfk(xi,n)
hm z3(xi, Xi) = 2--z;-Ak,j(xi, 77, n),

x,'=xl k=l °Xl
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and it has been established that there exists dy¡/dxy given by

nr\A\ dv'      r     A^' 1        y* dfk(xy, y) ^
(104) ÄT = Iim aV= y/-   „\¿-—~ä7,--ö*,y(^i.'?).

OXy       Xl'=XlAXy        r (Xy, V) k=\ tyy

where Dki j ( £, y ) is defined as the co-factor of dfk/dx}- in the infinite deter-

minant F ( £, y ). From the Property 3 of § 2 and from the uniform con-

vergence assumed in (80) it follows that the sum (104), as a function of (xy,

x2, • ■ •), where (x2, x%, • • • ) are now allowed to vary, is Cy(£) for all

|£ — a | =bp, and

\dyj
dxi

% «-1,2,-),
V

where q is the maximum in R of  C¡L?=i \Dkj (y) \ ; k = 1,2, •••)•    And

where p > 0 is the minimum of | F ( £, y ) \ for points in

(|£-a|siop;        |t,-j8|sS&V).

The problem of obtaining continuation properties of the solution y ( £ ) is

not developed in the present paper because the form of the hypotheses used

here does not readily lend itself to this generalization.

Chicago,

Dec. 1, 1915


